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WIGGLY DREAMS
by Leslie Garrison
It was perceptibly darker now, in the mahogany study
with its leather furniture and plethora of trophy heads.
Doug's hands trembled. It was just the cold, that was
all. He had prepared well for this night. He certainly was
not afraid. It was only the cold, gathering with the darkness, that made him shutter. He was not alarmed by the
thought that deep below the house It was beginning to stir.
Doug clinked the bottle and coffee mug together as he
poured more wine, Wilson was too intent on the storm
beyond the plate glass window to notice the little noise.
Thunder rattled the house, startling them both.
"Mighty odd weather we're having, mighty odd. In all
these years, I've never seen it get cold so early, not in Texas
anyway," Wilson murmured again, rubbing his gray stubbled chin.
. "Here you go," Doug said, passing Wilson the brimming mug.
"Thanks, I shouldn't be drinking so much. The stuff
always gives me long, wiggly nightmares. If I drink too
much, sometimes, I don't hardly know when the dreams
arc over," he cringed. "But it's the only things what helps
keep my hands from aching. The cold makes my arthritis
act up, you know."
"Yes, I know."
Doug watched Wilson gulp the wine, but did not drink
from his cup. The old alcoholic seemed only slightly affected by the wine. Doug wished that he bad used something stronger.
"Refill?"
"Sure."
Wilson held out his cup and Doug drained the rest of
the bottle into it.
"Thanks. I guess better start for home after this one."
Doug had been waiting for the opening. "I don't
know," he said, nodding toward the window, "It looks
awfully cold out, and your place isn't very warm. I was
thinking you could spend the night here. That way I
wouldn't have to drive over to get you in the morning and
we could get started sooner."
"That's a mighty good idea, Mr. Cobb, I think I'll take
you up on the offer," Wilson said leaning forward and
almost sliding for the chair. This brought the twitch of a
smile to Doug's lips. Maybe the wine was taking effect
after all, he thought.
"I really think it's the best way to do it, and besidesyou
know bow the cold affects your hands," Doug said.
"That right, it makes my arthritis act up. You're mighty
thoughtful. Fact, your whole family bas been good to me
over the years, giving me odd jobs and a invite to supper
now and then. I sure'll be sorry to see you sell the old farm."
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"I hate that I have to sell it, it's been in the family for
generations-but too much has happened here the last couple of years. I just want to leave the farm and the bad
memories behind."
"Yeah, I hear that," Wilson said, bobbing his head up
and down. He looked back through the window at the
blurred horizon, where the flat land met the gray sky and
lightning flashed. "How is your mother, if you don't mind
me asking?"
"The same," Doug said, trying to keep his voice steady.
"I am sorry to hear it. She was a fine woman, very good
to me, very good. I guessyou'll be staying on until the place
is sold."
"No, as soon as we finished wrapping up here, I am
going back to college-" Doug stopped. Wilson said something, but Doug was not listening. The shadows along the
mahogany paneling were moving in queer, disturbing
ways. "The time is nigh, the time is nigh," came their harsh
whispers. Doug's grip on the bottle tightened. The shadows slithered down the walls toward him.
Doug stood up quickly, stumbling against the overstuffed chair. He was suddenly aware that accusing glass
eyes were staring at him from the deep shadows along the
walls. He did not want to endanger Wilson, the Vodyanoi
was making him do it.
Wilson was looking at Doug as though he was expecting
the answer to some question. Doug's stomach pulled in on
itself. He held up the bottle, "I'll get another," he managed,
then turned away quickly. He walked down the echoing
hallway, past the grandfather clock and into the brightly
lit kitchen.
He could feel the dark tension that hung in the air. It
was growing impatient. Still, he needed Wilson's mind off
balance. It would make Wilson easier to handle and it
would make the explanations easier- in the off chance they
both survived the night.
Doug took the last two bottles from the rack over the
stainlesssteel counter. He noticed the odor when he turned
back toward the study again. It was a faint stench, like the
smell of a meat locker.
His hand slipped to the breast pocket of his work
overalls and touched the bulge of the lighter and small
packet of herbs that was hidden there. The fluorescent
lights dimmed to a sickening green and the shadows multiplied.
"He's not ready yet," Doug whispered to the writhing
shadows.
Outside, the chill wind played strange melodies
through the trees. A cold shiver crawled down his spine.
He licked his dry lips. Doug could feel something squirm-

ing in his gut. It was not so much fear for himself, but guilt
over Wilson. He had chosen the old panhandler for bait
because Wilson was not likely to be missed, or at least it
was unlikely anyone would investigate his disappearance.
It was the thought that something could happen to Wilson

and that upset his conscience now.
"Someone might miss him, he has lived here most of
his life. If they arrest me for murder then you'll have no
one to feed you. It's safer if we just keep using the animals."
Silence.
The room grew rapidly colder until the air chilled his
marrow. Frost formed on the metal counter top. The cold
made his ears bum and his face and hands ache. It stole more
of his body's warmth with each breath. Was he hyperventilating?
"Please don't make me do it. Please... "
The shadows twitched. He started to speak again, to say
anything to ward off the vision, but he could only make a
choked cry as reality blurred into the death-illusion that It
created.
He was his drowning father.
He clawed at the packed earth. Bits of rock and bone
gouged his fingers, lodged under the nails. Blood mixed
with the soil. Doug screamed as It dragged him down,
down into the well. His head was pulled under the numbing cold. The living water sought to enter his mouth, then
burst in through his nose. Cold fire filled his lungs. There
was a roaring in his ears, then blackness- nothingness.
Doug vaguely heard the bottles shatter as they hit the
white tile floor. He stood in the deep cold, listening to the
humming of the now bright fluorescent lights and watching the dark of wine drip off the cabinets and collect in a
pool on the floor. His father had not been a murderer
either. He had died for that, and a lack of knowledge about
occult things.
Doug remembered the first time he had had the nightmare; the hysterical phone call from his mother had awakened him. His father's body was found in the cellar,
prostrate before the ancient well. In a dry room he had
drowned.
Doug came home from college to assume the family
business- and curse. A year later, his mother had been
institutionalized. Now, he had the dreams while he was
awake.
"Remember your father's fate and obey," It hissed.
Each time he lived the nightmare it was like dying
himself. His disoriented mind whirled with emotion: hate,
grief, self pity-but mostly hate.
"The in-between time is upon you, feed me," the shadows murmured in his head.
"Mr. Cobb, are you alright?" Wilson stood in the
entrance to the kitchen, breathing heavily. He must have
run from the study. Strange, the room was suddenly
warmer.
"They slipped." Doug's voice was a colorless monotone. He crouched down and began picking up the larger

pieces.
"Let me help you with that.•
Together they gathered up the broken glassand blotted
up the stain with paper towels.
The grandfather clock chimed the hour: six o'clock.
Twilight had begun.
"Let's go on down to the cellar and get another bottle
or two and light a fire. I don't want to tum in just yet.•
"That's fine with me, if you feel up to it."
"I feel up to it."
Doug, like a Judas goat, led Wilson through the old
house and down the creaking wooden steps into the suffocating shadows of the cellar.
The lights that hung from the wooden beams above
could not penetrate the dark comers of the room. On the
far side of the room, where Doug could not bear to look,
the door bulged outward as forces from other worlds
threatened to burst their bonds.
"Pick anything you like," Doug said waving toward the
dark racks along the East wall. Rain and hail stones began
splattering on the half circle window above the racks.
"You don't drink at all," Wilson asked, clearly in awe
of the large quantity of alcohol.
"Not much. My family has been collecting wine since
my great grandfather's time, but I never developed a taste
for it myself."
"Wished I didn't have a taste for wine," Wilson said,
pulling one bottle off the shelf and blowing the dust off.
"Yes sir, a taste for wine is my downfall. It kept me from
doing much with my life. Lord knows that I've tried to quit
plenty of times. I couldn't do it on my own cause it's a
disease, and only the Good Lord can cure me of it. I have
faith that He will someday."
Doug did not say anything. He had heard this spill from
Wilson a thousand times over the years. His mother had
tried to help Wilson stop drinking, but he did not have any
will power.
Doug believed that he was responsible for himself. It
took hard work to overcome problems, and Doug was not
going to wait around for someone to do it for him. Doug
would solve his own problems.
"It is time," the shadows whispered.
Doug tensed.
"There is something else that I would like to show you
while we're down here," Doug said.
He began walking slowly toward the terrible door. "My
great grandfather found some Indian artifacts when he was
digging the foundation for the house. They're still here."
Wilson put the wine back and followed Doug to the
frozen door. Wilson did not seem to notice the ice that had
formed on the hinges and around the jamb of the door.
Doug took a wad of keys from his pocket and selected
the appropriate one. His hands shook so badly now that
he just managed to open the door.
Cold air, dank and laden with the musty odor of deep
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earthen places, seeped out of the doorway. The feeble light
that spilled through the entrance was swallowed by the
darkness in the room.
"I take it that it's not used much," Wilson said, stepping
back from the opening and wrinkling his nose.
"No, it's not used often," Doug replied, staring at the
waiting darkness. The Elemental only demanded tribute
on the four Unholy Sabbaths.
He remembered that moonless November eve eight
years ago when he had first learned of the dark side of his
inheritance. His father had tried to prepare him for the
encounter, but it had still been mind numbing. He had
watched in fascinated horror as It gorged Itself on four of
their chickens and a cowering stray dog that whimpered
and urinated on itself before it too was devoured.
"Well," Wilson said, "Are we going to go through with
it?"
"Sure," Doug said.
Doug stepped through the doorway and onto the dirt
floor. His father had thought of putting in a concrete floor
once, but had decided that the dirt absorbed the stains
better.
"Just a second."
Wilson mumbled something.
Doug reached out his hand until his fingertips touched
the chilled metal of the lantern that hung by the right side
of the doorway. He took the plastic lighter from his pocket
and lit the propane lamp.
·
The flickering light pushed the darkness back and threw
weird shadows over the stone walls. The room was twenty
feet wide and twice as long. The well was a black stone ring
set into the floor only a few feet from the far wall. The
room seemed colorless in the feeble light.
"That's better," Wilson said.
"Yeah," Doug said without conviction as he looked
toward the ancient well. Once it had been sealed with a
heavy cap stone. Doug's great grandfather had broken the
stone, thinking that he had found an Indian treasure store.
Instead he released the Vodyanoi. It was a treasure of sorts
since It could grant abundant harvests, but It was a curse as

well because It demanded a terrible price for Its favors.
"Those are the artifacts. They're part of a stone table
that was found covering the well," Doug said, pointing
with the lantern at the larger pieces of the stone that were
piled against the wall by the well.
Doug could only bear to walk half the distance to the
well, the fear was like a physical barrier to him, but Wilson,
like the animals, seemed drawn toward the well. Doug
always wondered if the attraction was some power of the
Elemental, or part of the victims' darker self, like the urge
to jump when looking down from high places.
Doug stopped and leaned against the wall. He pressed
his cheek to the cold stone and watched Wilson move
slowly in the flickering light. Soon it would be over, soon.
He slipped his right hand into his pocket and took hold of
the packet.
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Wilson stared at the well as he walked around it to reach
the fragments. Doug shuddered as Wilson got closer to the
water. There was a faint rumbling sound from deep in the
earth as Wilson leaned over the black depths.
"That's weird," he said, looking into the well, "I can't
see my reflection in the water."
"No," Doug said in a faraway voice, "It's always been
like that, as if nothing that goes into the well can ever come
back."
"What-"
Dark water erupted from the well, throwing Wilson
sprawling on his back. The roaring water coalesced into a
column that rose to meet the ceiling. Doug pushed harder
against the unyielding stone wall.
Wilson was staring, spellbound, at the raging water.
The dark pillar opened like a hellish flower. Numerous
tentacles lashed out at Wilson, who gasped, rolling to one
side to avoid the onslaught of the grasping horror.
He moved too slowly. In one fluid motion the glistening tentacles slipped over him and effortlessly lifted him
several feet above the earthen floor. There It held him by
one leg, squirming upside-down, dripping water in the
rapidly chilling air.
"Help! the Wiggly's got me," he screamed, his voice
cracking with terror.
Doug's jaw muscles worked spasmodically. He could
not meet Wilson's desperate eyes; instead he watched the
small puddles that were forming under him.
The spell would only work when the Elemental had
gathered itself into one place, and It only did that during
Its twilight feeding. He had had to use Wilson as bait, he
told himself, again and again.
"For God's sake help me," Wilson croaked.
A swirling vortex formed in the midst of the tentacles.
It opened into the nether world where the roots of the
Elemental lay. A deafening shriek permeated the room as
the air poured into the maw. Wilson was being pulled
closer to the black abyss.
Doug withdrew the small sweat stained packet. Wilson
had stopped struggling and was staring at the hungry void
with pale disbelief.
Doug cupped his hands over the packet, lit one corner
of the paper. He was afraid that the fierce nether winds
would blow out the small flame, but it burned steady and
grew as if there were no wind at all. It occurred to Doug
then that the lantern was also unaffected by the winds.
"What are you up to, man-child?"
Doug stood and held out the sputtering paper-wrapped
bundle of herbs. The Vodyanoi dropped Wilson carelessly.
He slumped on the dirt, a sobbing dark shape hidden in the
shadows.
Shimmering tentacles reached out to probe the halo
around Doug, but they shrank away from the light and
would not enter the area of protection.
"Put it away. I still have need of you. You will bring
more like him."

"I don't think so," Doug shouted above the unworldly
winds, which he was no longer sure existed. He had known
that the Elemental would not stop at just one human
sacrifice.
"Then, here we stay until the fire burns out," It rumbled.
"No, we won't. The first night I saw you, I swore t.hat
I wouldn't serve you, but it wasn't till you killed daddy
that I started reading the books-those weird, terrible
books. You're going to pay for what you've done to my
family over the years. The Indian shamans could only seal
you in the well, but I know how to send your essence back
where it came from." Doug felt light-headed as he spoke.
"Indeed."
Doug did not like its smug tone. He began quickly
tracing the banishing symbol in the air before him, letting
his hate feed the spell.
"Where is the protective pentagram," It gurgled.
"The what?"
"Amateur," It hissed contemptuously. With a whiplike

motion It shattered the wooden beams over Doug's head.
Dust and debris rained down on him. Part of a beam struck
Doug across the back, knocking him to his knees. He lost
his grip on the packet. Orange sparks whirled through the
dust as it struck the floor and went out.
The Vodyanoi thrust two glistening tentacles at him.
He dodged under the; powerful appendage that smashed
holes in the wall above his head. The stone exploded in a
hail of deadly shards that ripped through doth and flesh.
The lantern fell over and rolled in a wide arch on the floor.
The shadows swung wildly. With a cry of pain, Doug
lurched to his feet. If the far side of the room was out of Its
reach, he could finish the banishing spell. He stumbled
toward the door.
It threw a mass of tentacles toward him. Off balance,
he made a clumsy attempt to avoid the attack. The mass of
living water slammed him against the side wall, tearing one
leg of his overalls and the shin underneath. Blood oozed
from his right knee.
It began dragging him across the floor by the feet, closer
and closer to the pit. The icy grip was irresistible; bis bands
skidded ineffectively on the floor. He squirmed around and
struck one tentacle with his fist. He grimaced as pain shot
up his forearm. It looked like water, but it was hard as steel.
With a start, he realized that It was pulling him toward the
screaming void.
He clawed at the packed earth. One hand brushed
against something- it was the smoldering packet. He
grabbed for it. His fingers brushed the warm edge, scattering bits of ash and knocking the packet toward the Elemental. It began lifting him into the air. Doug pushed against
the floor throwing his weight toward the packet. He
snagged it by one frayed corner. Doug's ears rang with a
roar like the death of worlds. The screaming void filled his
vision. He threw the packet.
It disappeared down the monster's throat and the void

closed on it, leavingthe room in eerie silence. The Elemental spat. The packet splattered against the stone wall like a
wad of tobacco.
"You will die," It boomed, shaking dust from the
ceiling. Doug beard the window shatter in the wine cellar.
It hurled him through the frosty air. He slammed into the
dirt floor on the far side of the room and slid against the
base of the wall. Doug struggled to stand. The floor was
suddenly too soft to support his tingling feet. The room
was swinging gently, which made it hard to concentrate.
He managed to climb to a shaky half crouched position.
"Die!" It screamed again, making Doug's head bun
worse. It struck out again, but he was beyond its reach and
the tentacles slashed deeply into the floor. He reached out
to steady himself against the wall, intending to stand, but
the wall seemed to retreat from his grasp and he toppled
painfully to the floor. He crawled as quickly as his nausea
would allow toward the door.
Wilson was huddled, shivering, in the feeble light of the
door.
"Come on, we've got to get out," Doug screamed at
Wilson as he stumbled forward.
Whampl
Doug felt, more than heard it. For a terrible, long
moment he could not look, not until the dragging sounds
started. He turned.
The Elemental had pulled itself out of the well. It was
like a tentacle studded slug, moving unbelievably fast for
Its size.
"Come on Wilson," Doug screamed, yanking him to
his feet. They stumbled out of the doorway. It hit the door
frame just behind them with a brittle crunch. Doug lost his
hold on Wilson, who fell into a gibbering heap by the door.
They were showered with flecks of mortar. Bricks cracked
and wood splintered, but the old wall held.
It deformed and surged through the doorway after
Doug, not even slowing to splatter Wilson against the wall.
Doug scrambled between the wine racks.
"Your pain will be exquisite, Man-child!"
It crashed into the racks, tumbling them into each other
domino fashion. Bottles shattered, and wine and glass
flowed across the floor to be taken up by the Elemental. Its
body was stained the color of blood and bristled with
jagged glass.
One shelf fell against the fuse box. The overhead lights
went out. The room was filled with dim gray light, punctuated by lightening. The storm was at its height.
Doug crawled through the wreckage, the glass cutting
his hands and the wine stinging the cuts. It followed,
crushing shelves and throwing debris across the room.
Doug came up against the far brick wall. Desperately,
Doug turned to face It and began tracing the banishing
pentagram again. "I rebuke you by Less-rah-pem the Senior
of the Great Western Watchtower."
Tentacles shot out, slipping around him and pinning
his right arm to his side. He began tracing the pentagram
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with his left hand.
One tentacle slipped around his waist and squeezed
hard. He could not breathe; could not finish the spell.
There was a ringing in his ears. More tentacle grabbed him,
pulling him in different directions.
Cloth tore, pain shot through his body. The joints of
his arms and legs burned. Doug heard himself scream. It
was pulling him apart, like a cruel child tearing the wings
off an insect, slowly, very slowly. Blackness gnawed at the
edges of his conscientiousness.
He thought the flesh was going to tear, when the pulling
began to lessen. It dropped him onto the broken wood.
"You have not escaped, I will have you slowly, piece by
piece in your nightmares."
Doug managed to roll over. It was retreating to the well.
Even through the red haze of pain and in the near darkness,
he could tell there was something wrong with It.
Its shape was losing its integrity. Water sloughed off the
Elemental in great torrents, flooding the cellar floor with
slithering puddles that wandered aimlessly about like amputated limbs in some nightmare. The darkness- he understood. Twilight, the in-between time was over and night
had begun. It had to return to the well.
"No you don't!"
Doug began the banishing spell again, stumbling
through the wreckage after It. It moved slowly, almost
rolling toward the door. It stopped at the doorway, as
though It had lost its way. Half formed tentacles slapped
the walls. Doug saw Wilson moving away along one wall.
Wilson had shut the door.
As Doug finished the spell, the main body made a last
spasmodic lunge in his direction and fell over, splattering
into a wave of cold boiling water. Doug closed his eyes as
the icy wave broke over him, washing him back against the
destroyed wine racks.
For a time he lay where the water had pushed him until
it became too uncomfortable. With a heart-felt groan he
turned over onto his stomach, so he was looking toward
the door to the well. Outside in the distance, he could hear
thunder rolling through the night.
He lay on the cold mud and debris, knowing that he
should feel victorious or relieved or something, but he only
felt drained.
Distant, dull memories stirred-Wilson. It hurt to think.
Where was Wilson? Doug could not see him from where
he was lying. He gathered his will, readying himself for a
supreme effort.
Slowly, painfully he stood up. His back and arms were
covered with blotches of crusted blood where the wood
and glass had gnawed him. His joints popped and burned
as he moved.
Some of the puddles were moving erratically about, but
most of it was still. It felt warmer and the gentle breeze
coming from the other room brought the sweet smell of
rain to cleanse the Elernental's stench from the air.
"That was for daddy," he whispered, "That was for both
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of them."
Wilson was huddled, shivering, in one corner of the
room where he must have crawled after shutting the door.
He was staring at the well's door, water dripping down his
face and off his chin.
"Mr. Wilson," Doug said in a thin hollow voice. "Mr.
Wilson are you all right?" Doug knelt down beside him, a
hot, stinging pain spread across his knee as the scab broke
open. He ignored the pain. "Wilson, look at me."
Wilson turned slowly to look at Doug. His lifeless blue
eyes reminded Doug of his father's trophies.
"What happened here," he managed to ask.
"We sent It back to where It came from. It's gone."
"You sure?"
Doug looked back at the still water on the floor.
"Yes, I am sure. Come on let's go upstairs and get
warm," Doug said, pulling Wilson up and guiding his
shuffling steps toward the stairs. "We'll have that drink too,
if I can find an unbroken bottle."
"Thanks, but no thanks." Wilson said, "I've had my last
wiggly dream."
"Amen," Doug said.

WRITERS WORKSHOP
There will be a Writers Workshop at Mythcon XXV
this year in Washington D.C., chaired by Alexis Gilliland
(Sherwood Smith and Josepha Sherman have also been
asked but no guarantees can be made). This will begin as a
one hour panel discussion and will adjourn from time to
time and place to place during the conference, depending
on the agreement and interest of the participants. Those
who want (possibly written) critiques by Alexis Gilliland
must send in their manuscripts (8,000 word max) to:
Mythcon Writers Workshop
c/o Irv Koch, 5465 N. Morgan St. #106
Alexandria, VA 22312
Deadline is no later than 2.5 weeks before the con, and
he'll truck them down the street to Alexis. Otherwise,
just bring five copies of your work with you to Mythcon.
Hope to see you there!
Mythcon XXV is being held August 5-8 at American
Univerity, Washington D.C. Madeleine L'Engle is our
Author GoH, Verlyn Flieger is our Scholar GoH, and we
have Judith Mitchell as fantasy artist GoH. Other guests
include fantasy writers Nancy Springer, Paula Volsky,
Alexis Gilliland, Josepha Sherman and Pulitzer Prize winner Michael Dirda. If you haven't already signed up to
attend, write to Irv Koch, address above. Registration is
$55 at the door and housing in the dorm may still be
available at $28/night dbl or $43/night sgl.
This is our first East coast Mythcon - come and help
make it special!

